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Abstract 
 

This paper presents a new descriptor, named Histograms of Prominent Edge Directions 
(HPED), for the recognition of facial expressions in a person-independent environment. In this 
paper, we raise the issue of sampling error in generating the code-histogram from spatial 
regions of the face image, as observed in the existing descriptors. HPED describes facial 
appearance changes based on the statistical distribution of the top two prominent edge 
directions (i.e., primary and secondary direction) captured over small spatial regions of the 
face. Compared to existing descriptors, HPED uses a smaller number of code-bins to describe 
the spatial regions, which helps avoid sampling error despite having fewer samples while 
preserving the valuable spatial information. In contrast to the existing Histogram of Oriented 
Gradients (HOG) that uses the histogram of the primary edge direction (i.e., gradient 
orientation) only, we additionally consider the histogram of the secondary edge direction, 
which provides more meaningful shape information related to the local texture. Experiments 
on popular facial expression datasets demonstrate the superior performance of the proposed 
HPED against existing descriptors in a person-independent environment.  
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1. Introduction 

Understanding human behavioral characteristics is one of the integral parts of biometric 
research, especially in biometric authentication, affective computing, and human-computer 
interaction (HCI) research [1]. One of the better ways of understanding behavioral 
characteristics is the analysis of facial expressions, since a person’s expression to a specific 
change reflects his behavioral traits. However, facial features change differently in different 
expressions, and hence, a robust description of such changes is vital in recognizing facial 
expressions. Therefore, recognition of facial expressions largely depends on the representation 
of face images, which in turn should robustly describe facial appearance changes against pose, 
noise and illumination variations. 

Existing methods for the description of the human face can mainly be categorized into two 
broad categories: geometric feature-based approaches and appearance feature-based 
approaches. The geometric-feature-based approaches [2], [3] represent facial geometry using 
the shape and location of the facial components. Hence, these methods become dependent on 
accurate and reliable facial landmark detection, where the performance of the recognition may 
degrade in the case of incorrectly detected landmarks [1], [4]. On the contrary, 
appearance-based methods represent the appearance changes of the facial image, which can be 
further classified into two categories: global (holistic) and local. The global appearance-based 
methods represent the face globally by applying various techniques such as Principal 
Component Analysis (PCA), Independent Component Analysis (ICA), and Linear 
Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [5], [6]. However, such global representation of the face may 
not be robust in the presence of micro-level appearance changes or pose and illumination 
variations, as indicated in [4]. The local appearance-based methods represent micro-level 
feature information by describing the appearance changes from the local region. This approach 
can also be categorized into two more groups: texture-based and edge-based methods. Among 
the texture-based methods, the Local Binary Pattern (LBP) [1] is most often used due to its 
computational efficiency and robustness to monotonic illumination changes. 

On the contrary, the edge-based methods, such as the Local Directional Pattern (LDP) [7], 
Local Directional Number Pattern (LDN) [4], Local Principal Texture Pattern (LPTP) [8] and 
Positional Ternary Pattern (PTP) [9] utilize the local edge directional information to represent 
local texture. Roughly speaking, these methods apply eight-directional Kirsch compass masks 
[10] in the local neighborhood of a pixel and select the positions of the top few edge responses 
as major directions of local edge-shape. These major directions efficiently represent the shape 
of the local texture-primitives, such as edges and corners [11], which are crucial in 
representing expression changes. Apart from the above descriptors that generate code for each 
pixel, the well-known Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [12] represents the texture 
variation with the histogram of the primary edge direction (i.e., gradient orientation) over 
small spatial regions. Information from such regions provides significant spatial information 
related to the face. Moreover, HOG uses quantized orientation-bins, which decreases the 
possibility of generating useless empty bins in the code-histogram and avoids sampling errors. 

1.1 Problem Statement 
One major aspect of the above local descriptors, including LBP, LDP, LDN, LPTP, and PTP is 
the generation of code histogram, where the face image is divided into p × q uniform       
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Fig. 1. (a) Face with larger grid-size. The red-marked grid contains multiple face-components (part of 

eye and nose-bridge). (b) Face with smaller grid-size, where local descriptors produce a number of 
empty bins for each grid (see the blue-marked grid). 

 
regions (grids). Then, codes generated from all these regions are concatenated to form the final 
feature-vector. However, selecting an optimal grid-size against the wide number of code bins 
for the descriptors is always a critical issue. Maintaining a smaller grid-size preserves more 
spatial information from the face image. However, since small grids do not possess enough 
samples (i.e., pixels), code-histograms having a wide number of code-bins are prone to 
sampling error and may not provide the correct interpretation of that region. On the contrary, a 
grid-size that has fewer grids may avoid sampling error. But, this loses important spatial 
information due to its global nature. Fig. 1 (a) shows that a face with comparatively larger 
grid-sizes may include different face components in one grid (as in grid indicated in red). Thus, 
it loses the individual spatial information of each of the face components. Fig. 1 (b) shows the 
same face image with small grids, which, in contrast, do not include multiple face components 
in one grid, and resulting in more detailed spatial information. However, the local descriptors 
use a wide number of bins, but the small region does not possess enough pixels, resulting in 
sampling error. Moreover, the code-histograms from this small region end up with a large 
number of empty bins having no meaningful information, as shown in the blue-marked grid of 
that image. This affects the recognition performance. Therefore, preserving spatial 
information while avoiding sampling error is one of the key issues in representing 
expression-based changes in the face. 

An apparent solution to the above problem is to generate a histogram within small grids 
with a fewer code-bins. Smaller grids will preserve the important spatial information, whereas 
fewer code-bins will restrict the generation of empty bins, reducing the sampling error. 
Applying HOG can be a possible solution in this regard, as it has fewer quantized 
orientation-bins within smaller spatial grids. HOG considers the primary edge-direction 
(gradient orientation) of the pixel, which is similar to using the top Kirsch edge-direction, as in 
the existing edge-descriptors. However, the primary edge direction may not describe the 
discernible expression-affiliated textures unambiguously. For instance, in Fig. 2, the primary 
direction appears in the same position (2) in both the edge and corner patches, and it does not 
provide sufficient evidence to differentiate the patches. Nevertheless, the direction with the 
second top response (secondary direction) appears differently in these patches, providing a 
significant cue to differentiate the patches. Therefore, encoding the secondary direction along 
with the primary direction may provide more meaningful information and represent 
expression-related features more efficiently. Note that in the above examples, we have only 
considered the edge-descriptors that use Kirsch compass mask responses to generate their 
codes. Recently, Ryu et al. [13] proposed a Local Directional Ternary Pattern (LDTP) [13] 
that utilizes the top absolute responses from the symmetric four-directional Robinson compass 
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masks [14]. Because the absolute responses are used, LDTP misses the sign information, 
which is then addressed with an additional ternary pattern. On the contrary, the top positive 
responses from Kirsch masks, as in Fig. 2, directly inherit the sign information and 
successfully represent the texture-structure without the inclusion of any additional structural 
pattern. Therefore, we consider the responses of Kirsch masks in this work.  

 

 
Fig. 2. Sample edge and corner patch with the corresponding Kirsch responses. Blue and yellow colors 

denote the position of primary and secondary direction, respectively. 
 

1.2 Our Proposal  
In this paper, we propose a novel descriptor, named Histograms of Prominent Edge Directions 
(HPED) to address the previously mentioned shortcomings of the existing descriptors in 
representing the face image. In contrast to the existing HOG that constructs the histogram of 
the primary edge direction only, we additionally consider a histogram of the secondary edge 
direction to achieve more meaningful information related to local shape. In the coding, we 
represent primary and secondary edge directions with the top two Kirsch directional responses, 
and construct histograms of both primary and secondary directions within smaller grids 
followed by concatenating all the histograms together to generate the final feature-vector. Top 
Kirsch directions can be any of the eight neighboring directions, and hence only 8-bin code 
histograms for each of the primary and secondary directions can be generated for each spatial 
grid of the face. This is advantageous in two ways. First, compared to the existing descriptors 
that suffer from sampling error for having a wide number of code-bins within limited samples, 
the proposed method generates a histogram in its eight code-bin only, avoiding the sampling 
error in the presence of limited samples. Second, this strategy reduces the possibility of 
encountering useless empty bins in the code-histogram, restricting the meaningless 
information in the feature description. We conducted experiments on well-known facial 
expression datasets with HPED under a person-independent environment, where HPED is 
found to achieve better performance than other existing descriptors. Moreover, we test the 
performance of HPED in the presence of noise and positional variations (as well as 
low-resolution, where we observe better accuracies of HPED), showing its overall efficacy in 
the recognition of facial expressions. 
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2. Methodology 
The proposed HPED describes the facial appearance changes by the statistical distribution of 
the top two prominent edge directions from the spatial regions of the face image. In existing 
facial analysis research, the face is divided into several regions to represent the spatial 
information of the face image, and then code-histograms are generated from each of these 
regions. In this way, the existing descriptors may suffer from sampling error due to having 
fewer samples. Therefore, a meaningful description of the face image is desired where spatial 
information will be preserved while limiting the sampling error. In our approach, we ensure 
such information by generating separate histograms for the top two edge directions over 
smaller spatial grids. Therefore, each histogram will have a maximum of eight bins, which 
avoids sampling error despite having insufficient samples, and preserves the valuable spatial 
information through the use of smaller spatial grids.  
 

 
Fig. 3. HPED code generation. Primary and secondary histograms for each of the regions are generated, 
and then they are concatenated to form the final histogram. Eight different positions of the prominent 

directions are shown in different colors. 
 

We start computing the coding by applying eight directional Kirsch masks [10] to the pixels 
of an input image. The Kirsch mask rotates in a 45˚ direction and generates edge responses in 
eight different directions. Let us assume that I(x, y) is a pixel value in a two-dimensional image 
space. We apply eight Kirsch masks on it as 

 
( , ), 0 7i iKR M I x y i= ∗ ≤ <                                              (1) 

 
where, KRi is the ith response value of the Mi Kirsch mask. However, not all the responses 
among these eight are significant in representing the appropriate shape structure. According to 
[9], [11] the top two responses contain shapes related to the most significant structural 
information. Therefore, we extract the position of two highest responses among the eight 
responses, 
 

2
arg max{ : 0 7}k

j iD KR i= ≤ <                                               (2) 
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where, Dj holds the jth highest response value, where j ϵ {1, 2} and k is the corresponding 
neighbor position. We call the positions of these highest two responses “primary” and 
“secondary” directions, respectively. 

We now calculate primary and secondary directions for each pixel of an input image in the 
above way. To generate the feature vector of that image, we divide the face image into 
p×q(=z) regions. For each region, we generate two different histograms, one having the 
code-bins of the primary direction and the other the code-bins of the secondary direction. 
Since both primary and secondary directions appear in any of the eight neighboring pixels, the 
total code-bin of each histogram is eight. Histogram generation for each of the regions is 
formally defined as, 
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where, the k is the neighbor position (code-bin) (k ϵ (0, 1, 2, ..., 7)) of the jth prominent 
direction histogram, Hz

j, for a region, Rz in which m is a pixel that contains a possible code 
(direction). Note that the weight of the code bin is denoted by ν. Selecting ν is crucial in our 
method since different weighting strategies will provide different distributions. In the face 
image, the high-textured areas show the dominance of top m-significant edge-directions, 
whereas flat regions (i.e., chicks) show fewer directional variations. Therefore, the weighting 
should be considered in such a way that the accumulation of these less directional variations 
must not dominate the significant directional changes of the textured area. For this purpose, we 
employ a damping function on the primary and secondary edge responses, and the output of 
the function is used as the weight, ν, for that respective directional bin. We use different types 
of functions like 
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Here, different damping functions are shown, such as the edge response itself, its square, 
square root, the response of a logarithmic function, min-max normalization, and the simple 
occurrence of direction, respectively. The effect of each of the functions is shown in the 
following section. However, after generating two separate histograms for primary and 
secondary directions for all the regions, we combine all these histograms into one large 
histogram, 
 

                                                              
2

1 1

j z
j

zj z
H H

=

= =
= Ω Ω                                                                (5) 

 
where Ω is the concatenation operator, which combines the histogram of each jth direction to 
generate the final histogram, H. H is used as the final feature-vector for HPED. We illustrate 
an example of generating the HPED descriptor of an input image in Fig. 3. 
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3. Experimental Results and Analysis 
In this section, we provide a comparative performance analysis of the proposed descriptor for 
person-independent facial expression recognition. In our approach, we conducted a 
leave-one-subject-out cross-validation (LOSO) testing scheme, where we omitted the 
expression images of one person from the training set and then used them for testing. The 
process was repeated for N-persons, and the average results are reported. Since no prior person 
information is included in the training stage, this scheme ensures person independence (PI) in 
our testing. We conducted our experiments in four existing expression datasets, including 
CK+ [15], FACES [16], BU-3DFE [17], and RaFD [18]. Sample expression-images for each 
dataset are presented in Fig. 4.  

However, we started the experiments by cropping the dataset-images using either the 
ground-truth positions of the eyes and mouth, or manual selections. Afterward, we normalized 
the images to 110 × 150 resolution, as was also done in [1], [4], [7]. We now generated the 
HPED feature-vector for the images using the strategy described in Section 2. For 
classification purposes, we used the Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier [19] with an 
RBF kernel, since SVM has been effective in classifying the expression classes in existing 
works [1], [4], [7]. However, to select the optimal parameters, we conducted a grid-search on 
the hyper-parameters with leave-one-subject-out cross-validation approach and picked the 
parameter values giving the best cross-validation results. We conducted our experiments using 
Visual Studio 2015 on a computer with an Intel core i5 @2.67GHz with 8GB RAM. 
 

 
Fig. 4. Example of different facial expression images from several datasets:  

a) CK+, b) FACES, c) RaFD, and d) BU-3DFE. 
 

3.1 Parameter Selection 
There are several parameters for the proposed descriptor, including the histogram weight, ν, as 
used in Eq. (3), and most importantly, the size of the grid, p × q. Choosing smaller grids 
provides more spatial information, but it may suffer from sampling error. On the contrary, 
larger regions may avoid sampling error at the cost of losing valuable spatial information. 
Therefore, selection of the optimal grid-size is of great importance in HPED. Moreover, the 
purpose of the histogram weight, ν, is to ensure the dominance of the bins with significant 
directional changes over the bins with fewer directional variations, which also plays a vital 
role in appropriately describing the local structural patterns. 

To get the best parameter values for HPED, we followed the procedure mentioned in [7]; 
that is, we evaluated the recognition performance for HPED using a combination of different 
parameter values in 500 randomly collected images from the working datasets, and we chose 
the values giving the best performance. Results are shown in Fig. 5, where the best result is 
observed considering the 11 × 11 grid-size. 
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Fig. 5. Recognition results of HPED for different weighting schema, ν, and grid sizes, p × q with 500 

randomly collected images from working datasets. 
 

As we see from the figure, decreasing the number of the grid decreases the performance for 
larger grids due to the loss of important spatial information. If we increase the number of grids 
beyond 11 × 11, more fine-level spatial information will be included, but the number of 
samples per grid will decrease at the same time, affecting the performance. Subsequently, we 
present the results for different weight functions in the same figure, where we observe the best 
performance when considering the square root of the response value. Therefore, we used        
11 × 11 grid-sizes and square root of the response value as the weight, ν, as the optimal 
parameters for HPED. 

3.2 Recognition Results  

CK+ Results 
The Extended Cohn-Kanade (CK+) [15] dataset contains 593 image sequences, where 327 
sequences with 123 subjects are labeled with one of the seven different expressions (anger, 
contempt, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness and surprise). For our experiments, we used the 
peak expression images of each labeled sequence, as done in prior works [1], [4], [7]. We 
conducted extensive experiments on CK+ for the given 7-expression classes to show the 
comparative efficacy of HPED over existing descriptors and other state-of-the-art methods. 
Specifically, we showed the performance of HPED under noise and positional variation. 
Moreover, we investigated the performance of HPED in low-resolution images. At the end, we 
compared the performance of HPED against other state-of-the-art results. 
 

 
Fig. 6. Example of images with different: a) noise variation, b) positional  

variation (misalignment), and c) resolution. 
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Performance under noise: To show the robustness of the proposed descriptor against noise 
perturbations, we tested its performance in a CK+ dataset with artificially added noise. For this 
purpose, we added random Gaussian noise with zero mean and standard deviations σ with the 
interval of (0.08 - 0.16) and (0.16 - 0.32) for each image of the dataset. Noisy sample images 
are given in Fig. 6 (a). We conducted a person-independent expression recognition for this 
noise-corrupted dataset and compared the results of HPED against other descriptors, including 
LBP [1], LDN [4], LDP [7], LPTP [8], PTP [9], HOG [12], and LDTP [13]. It is worth 
mentioning that we kept the parameters the same as stated in the respective works while 
generating the results for these descriptors. We present all the results in Table 1. Note that for 
the sake of comparison, we also provided results without adding noise in this table. For both of 
the cases, the proposed descriptor achieved higher results than other descriptors under 
consideration. It is important to observe that the performance gap between the proposed 
descriptor and other descriptors is quite large under noise. The reason for this is that HPED 
accumulates the histograms from a grid within a small number of bins, and the possibility of 
the code-value being distorted by the noise is lower compared to other descriptors, resulting in 
better accuracy.  
 

Table 1. Person-independent expression recognition results on CK+ dataset by varying noise  

   Descriptors 
Without 
 Noise 

Varying Noise 
0.08 - 0.16 0.16 - 0.32 

LBP 85.84 72.09 69.09 
LDP 88.07 78.28 57.44 
LDN 88.58 76.45 52.75 
LPTP 91.64 87.05 77.37 
PTP 91.03 88.96 82.16 
HOG 92.01 88.89 84.51 
LDTP 93.58 89.91 86.24 
HPED 93.74 91.12 86.93 

 
Performance under positional variation (misalignment): We evaluated the performance of 
HPED after distorting the alignment of the frontal face to test its robustness under a subtle 
registration error when detecting the frontal face. In practice, such positional variations of the 
frontal face are a very common issue that usually happens due to a face registration error 
(misalignment), where facial components (i.e., eye, nose, etc.) are not detected properly. Since 
the eye positions play an important role in cropping the face region, we add random noise with 
zero mean and standard deviations varying from 0.5 to 5 to the eye-positions at each 
expression image. This strategy artificially adds positional variations to the images. We 
utilized the ground-truth eye-position information of CK+ to perturb the position of the eyes, 
generating positional variations in the facial images. A sample position-varied (misaligned) 
image is provided in Fig. 6 (b). We now carried out person-independent recognition in these 
images for the descriptors under consideration, and the results are shown in Table 2. As shown, 
HPED achieves better accuracy than all these descriptors, demonstrating its efficacy under 
such positional variations. The main reason for this better performance is that HPED 
incorporates detailed spatial information using the smaller grids. Therefore, the micro-level 
positional change information is included more efficiently in HPED than other descriptors that 
use larger grids, resulting in higher accuracy. 
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Table 2. Person-independent expression recognition results on CK+ having position-varied 
(misaligned) facial images 

Descriptors LBP LDP LDN LPTP PTP HOG LDTP HPED 
Results  84.20 86.95 87.36 90.01 89.91 90.13 91.84 92.05 

 
Performance under low-resolution: In addition, we investigated the performance of HPED 
descriptors in different resolution images to test its comparative efficacy in such images, 
especially in the low-resolution images. Achieving better performance in low-resolution 
images is important since most surveillance systems and real-time video analysis systems deal 
with low-resolution video input. To test the performance, we generated four different sets of 
CK+ dataset images after varying the image resolution. We divided the images into 110 × 150, 
55 × 75, 36 × 48, and 27 × 37 resolutions, respectively, to generate four different CK+ 
image-sets. Fig. 6 (c) provides examples of an image at four different resolutions. As with the 
previous tests, we tested HPED against other descriptors including LBP, LDP, LDN, LPTP, 
PTP, HOG, and LDTP. Results presented in Table 3 show that the proposed HPED achieved 
higher accuracy than other descriptors, showing its efficiency at different image resolutions. 

 
Table 3. Person-independent expression recognition results on a CK+ dataset by varying image 

resolution 

Descriptors Varying Resolution 
110 × 150 55 × 75 36 × 48 27 × 37 

LBP 85.84 83.59 82.16 81.04 
LDP 88.07 86.54 85.73 81.75 
LDN 88.58 87.56 85.93 84.10 
LPTP 91.64 89.19 88.68 85.73 
PTP 91.03 90.32 89.09 85.50 
HOG 92.01 90.62 88.68 85.63 
LDTP 93.58 91.74 89.48 88.03 
HPED 93.74 93.02 90.06 88.54 

 
Performance against state-of-the-art results: We compared the performance of the 
proposed descriptor on a CK+ dataset for 7 classes against other state-of-the-art methods. In 
particular, we compared the performance of HPED against different appearance-based 
methods and deep learning based methods. Among the appearance-based methods, we 
considered LBP, LDP, LDN, PTP, HOG, LPQ, Gabor, and LDTP. Furthermore, we compared 
against a method that uses a manifold based sparse representation (MSR) [20] and approaches 
dealing with intra-class variations [21], [22]. It is important to note that we compared our 
results against some recent deep methods, including GoogLeNet [23], AlexNet [23], and the 
proposed network in [23]. Table 4 provides recognition accuracies of the previously 
mentioned methods against the proposed HPED on a CK+ dataset for 7 expression classes. 
Results presented in Table 4 show that the HPED descriptor performs better than the given 
local descriptors, except for the recently published LDTPactive [13] that utilizes selected active 
codes to improve the performance accuracy. Nevertheless, the proposed HPED achieves better 
accuracy than LDTP when no active code is used, which also indicates that the performance of 
the proposed method can be further improved with a similar feature-selection strategy. 
However, we consider this as a potential improvement, and leave it as a future endeavor. Note 
also that HPED considerably improves accuracies compared to the deep methods [23] without 
using additional training samples as done in the respective works [23]. This shows the efficacy 
of a proposed descriptor in achieving consistent performance without the use of such 
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additional data and computational effort. 
In this regard, we also note that some of the other state-of-the-art methods utilize temporal 

information in classifying the expression classes [15], [24], [25], [26], [27]. Since the 
proposed method uses static images to classify expression classes, we do not compare our 
methods against such methods to maintain fairness in the comparison.  

In addition, we provide the confusion matrix of HPED for 7-class CK+ images in Fig. 7. 
The confusion matrix shows that HPED achieves convincing recognition results for disgust, 
happy and surprise expression classes, where expressions like anger and contempt also show 
promising performance. However, fear and sadness show comparatively low recognition 
results, which perhaps happened due to some of the less distinctive images of these class. 

 
Table 4. Person-independent expression recognition results on CK+ dataset  

[Note: results with citations are from corresponding papers] 
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Fig. 7. Confusion matrix for CK+ dataset. 

 
 

Methods 7-class results (%) 
LBP 85.84 
LDP 88.07 
LDN 88.58 
LPTP 91.64 
PTP 91.03 
HOG 92.01 

LBP + SRC [21] 79.97 
LPQ + SRC [21] 80.78 

Gabor + SRC [21] 82.82 
MSR [20] 91.4 

SRC + ICV [22] 90.5 
Lee et al. [21] 92.34 

GoogLeNet [23] 85.71 
AlexNet [23] 85.87 

AlexNet + SVM [23] 86.83 
Wu et al. [23] 89.84 

LDTP [13] 93.58 
LDTPactive [13] 94.19 

HPED 93.74 
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FACES Results 
The FACES [16] dataset contains natural facial expressions of 171 subjects, including 58 
young (19-31 years old), 56 middle-aged (39-55 years old) and 57 old subjects (69-80 years 
old). A total of 2052 images are assigned into one of the basic six expressions (anger, disgust, 
fear, happiness, sadness, and neutrality). 
 

Table 5. Person-independent expression recognition results on FACES dataset 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Expression recognition results for all the FACES images are presented in the first column of 

Table 5, which shows that the HPED descriptor achieves better performance against the 
existing local descriptors. It is worth mentioning that expression-images of this dataset are 
divided into different age-groups. Thus, the higher result of the proposed descriptor in FACES 
demonstrates its efficiency under the images with age variations. Moreover, Caroppo et al. 
[28] shows that the expression images of older subjects are hard to detect as their facial traits 
exhibit less differentiation among different expressions. Hence, we conducted separate 
experiments for the given three age-groups, including young, middle-aged and old, to 
explicitly evaluate the performance of HPED in different age-groups. We provided the results 
in Table 5, where we also observed better accuracy of HPED than other descriptors in all the 
respective age-groups, which strongly demonstrates the efficacy of HPED in recognizing 
expressions under such age variations. 
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Fig. 8. Confusion matrix for FACES dataset. 

 
Fig. 8 shows a 6-class confusion matrix for the FACES dataset when considering images of 

all the age-groups. Sad expressions were confused with neutral expressions. We observed that 

Methods All ages Young Middle-age Old 
LBP 91.52 92.67 86.16 81.29 
LDP 89.57 91.38 88.09 80.70 
LDN 88.69 89.37 87.79 80.12 
LPTP 92.11 90.37 88.39 81.58 
PTP 91.42 93.10 89.58 84.36 
HOG 93.03 94.83 89.73 86.69 
LDTP 93.30 94.90 91.03 86.75 
HPED 93.62 95.55 91.82 87.28 
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some of the peak sad expressions showed fewer differences compared to the neutral image due 
to the different expression traits, which may contribute to this confusion. 

 
BU-3DFE Results 
 
The BU-3DFE [17] dataset consists of six prototype emotions depicted by 100 subjects where 
56% of images are from females and 44% are from males. Images of BU-3DFE are labeled 
with one of these expression labels: anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, and surprise. 
Since the dataset images vary in age, ethnic, racial ancestries, and intensities of expressions 
(i.e., 4 different intensity levels), this dataset is considered to be a challenging one.  

The comparative performance is shown in Table 6, which demonstrates that variations of 
the BU-3DFE dataset play a significant role in feature extraction step, and therefore overall 
accuracies are much lower than the results of the above datasets. Nevertheless, the proposed 
HPED shows superior performance against other descriptors, which points to the efficacy of 
the proposed feature extraction scheme of HPED when applied to such a challenging dataset 
with large variations. Moreover, we provided the confusion matrix of HPED in Fig. 9. We 
observed that the fear class is most confused with all other expressions. The sad class is also 
confused with the other classes, especially with the anger class in BU-3DFE. One has to 
address these issues to achieve better performance, which we consider as a future endeavor. 
 

Table 6. Person-independent expression recognition results on BU-3DFE dataset 
[Note: results with citations are from corresponding papers] 
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Fig. 9. Confusion matrix for BU-3DFE dataset. 

 

Methods 6-class results (%) 
LBP 56.2 
LDP 61.3 
LDN 56.5 
LPTP 67.8 
PTP 66.88 
HOG 71.6 

Hu et al. [29] 66.5 
BDA/GMM [30] 68.28 
Tariq et al. [31] 68.3 

Moore et al. [32] 71.1 
LDTP [13] 71.3 

HPED 73.39 
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RaFD Results 
The Radboud Faces Databases (RaFD) [18] consists of eight expressions, including happy, sad, 
angry, surprise, disgust, fear, contemptuous and neutral. RaFD has images with 3 gaze 
directions and 5 face orientations. However, in our experiment, we used frontal face images 
with a frontal gaze direction.  
 

Table 7. Person-independent expression recognition results on RaFD dataset 
[Note: results with citations are from corresponding papers] 
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Fig. 10. Confusion matrix for RaFD dataset. 

 
We provided the recognition performance in Table 7, which shows that the proposed 

descriptor achieves higher accuracy than other methods in this dataset. Notice that the RaFD 
dataset contains images of people from different races. Hence, such higher performance can 
also be interpreted as the efficacy of HPED for race variations. Moreover, the confusion 
matrix for HPED is shown in Fig. 10 for the facial expression images in the RaFD dataset. As 
shown, HPED also demonstrates superior class separation in all eight expression classes. 

Methods 8-class results (%) 
LBP 93.46 
LDP 93.02 
LDN 92.90 
LPTP 92.53 
PTP 92.90 
HOG 94.15 

Gabor [33] 89.78 
Gabor + PCA [33] 88.80 

LGBPHS [33] 94.84 
LGBPHS + PCA [33] 92.56 

LDTP 94.24 
HPED 95.52 
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Fig. 11. Recognition results of HPED with different numbers of directions in the RaFD dataset. 

 
To this end, one may ask why only two directions were used, that is, why the primary and 

secondary directions are generated in the HPED descriptor. Therefore, we would like to show 
the rationale of using the secondary direction along with primary direction experimentally. For 
this purpose, we evaluated the performance of a HPED descriptor using n different directions. 
Therefore, we varied the number of directions (n) from 1 to 4 and generated HPED histograms 
for person-independent results, respectively. Here, n=1 denoted the generation of the HPED 
histogram using the top edge direction (primary direction) only. Similarly, n=2, 3, 4 denote 
generation of the histogram by concatenating the top 2, 3 and 4 edge directions, respectively. 
Experiments were conducted on a RaFD dataset, and the results are shown in Fig. 11, where 
we observe that the method performs better when considering two directions (primary and 
secondary). This can be explained by the fact that using just one direction considers the edge 
directional information only, and hence may miss the structural details of curvature and 
corner-like textures, where more directions are needed. Considering two directions is more 
meaningful in this regard, since the primary direction captures the major edge directional axis 
and the secondary direction can be utilized to capture such curvature information, as was also 
mentioned in recent research [34]. Moreover, considering three or four types of information 
can be useful to capture complex junction-like textures. Nevertheless, since facial images 
usually do not possess such complex textures, using more directional information may 
generate redundant information. This may create ambiguity in the texture representation, 
resulting in less accuracy, as shown in Fig. 11.  

5. Conclusion 
In this paper, we present a new descriptor, Histograms of Prominent Edge Directions (HPED), 
for the person-independent facial expression recognition task. The proposed HPED uses the 
histogram of top two prominent edge directions to represent the expression related changes in 
face images. Such coding schemes allow HPED to avoid sampling errors while preserving 
valuable spatial information. Compared to HOG, which uses primary edge directions only, 
HPED uses secondary direction information to take advantage of important texture 
information. Experiments on well-known datasets demonstrate that the proposed HPED works 
better than other descriptors in recognizing expressions in a person-independent environment. 
Moreover, we show that HPED achieves better performance against noise, positional 
variations, and low-resolution images, showing its overall efficacy in recognizing human 
expressions. However, the robustness of HPED under such conditions indicates that HPED 
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can be applied to recognize the “in-the-wild” expressions as well as spontaneous expressions, 
which we leave for future endeavors. 
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